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Abstract
Background: Amidst the second wave of COVID-19 pandemic caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) led the world
devastated, and resulted in the death of millions of people with its deadly virulence potential. In comparison to similar virus outbreaks, such as severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS CoV) and middle east respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS CoV), COVID-19 led to severe morbidity and mortality.
Various therapeutic interventions to combat the SARS-CoV-2 infection are actively investigated, but still, there is no speci�c drug with high anti-viral e�cacy
against the SARS-CoV-2 virus has been reported yet. The present work is an effort to represent the promising therapeutic e�cacy of 52 broad-spectrum anti-
viral drugs as a potential lead molecule to suppress SARS-CoV-2 infection. These are the drugs that have shown potential e�cacy against several viral
infections earlier. The present article discusses the comparative analysis of the therapeutic e�cacy of available broad-spectrum anti-viral drugs via
assessment of receptor-ligand interaction using the molecular docking approach.

Results: Based on the molecular docking indications, we predict the potential importance of various broad-spectrum antiviral drugs that can be repurposed for
the treatment of SARS-CoV-2. Molecular docking revealed that Remedesivir, Imatinib, Herbacetin, Zanamivir, Ribavirin, Dasabuvir, Rhoifolin, Sofosbuvir,
Cirsimaritin, and 2H-Cyclohepta[b]thiophene-3-carboxamide having strong interactions with respective targets.

Conclusion: The present piece of work strongly recommends the anti-viral potential of Zanamivir for RdRp enzyme inhibition, Herbacetin against receptor
binding domain of spike protein, and main protease target, Adefovir for ACE2, and Ribavirin for endoribonuclease active site. The current predictions will
enhance the clinical development of potential therapeutic drugs to combat the pandemic signi�cantly. 

1. Background
The emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome 2 (SARS-CoV-2) creates a critical health emergency that has devastated the health care system along
with the loss of millions of lives. The pendemic spreads almost all countries of the world and people are living under the threat of the highly contagious
infectious disease COVID-19. At the time when the manuscript was written, the estimated R naught (R0) value of SARS-CoV-2 is estimated to be 2·5 (range
1·8–3·6), which was higher in comparison to SARS CoV, which had R naught value ranges from 2∙0 to 3∙0. A high R0 value indicates the high virulence
potential of SARS-CoV-2. The person-to-person transmission is consistently spreading, while the researchers are busy making large-scale efforts to combat the
situation [1–4].

SARS-CoV-2 belongs to the genus Beta of the Coronaviridae family of enveloped single-stranded, positive-sense ribonucleic acid (RNA) with a genome length
of 30,000bp. The virion is composed of various non-structural (RNA dependent RNA polymerase also known as RdRp) and structural proteins such as Spike
(S), Nucleocapsid (N), Matrix (M), and Envelope (E) proteins. RdRp is a vital enzyme in the life cycle of RNA viruses, including coronaviruses. The genome has
14 Open Reading Frames (ORFs), which code information about 27 structural and non-structural proteins. This SARS family contains 14 binding residues, of
which 8 amino acids are explicitly preserved for SARS-CoV-2. The most important thing is that the binding residues of this family interact with the ACE2
receptors present in the body directly [1, 4].

The extreme Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) caused by the novel coronavirus results in severe in�ammation of lungs wherein �uid builds up
around and within the lungs resulting in pneumonia and septic shock due to a dramatic decrease in blood pressure followed by reduced oxygen saturation of
body organs. Previously known similar infectious agents include Middle East Respiratory Syndrome MERS-CoV and SARS CoV [5–8], infect the lower
respiratory system, by wreaking damage to the pulmonary epithelial cells and deliver their nucleocapsid material inside the cells which than replicate in the
cytoplasm by taking over the control of cellular machinery. Besides, other organs, including the heart, kidney, liver, gastrointestinal system, and central nervous
system, also get affected [6].

The continuing negative effect of the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak potentially poses signi�cant challenges to the global health systems and has far-reaching effects
for the global economy and survival e�cacy, if the spread of the virus is not effectively managed. The process of research and development of a new
molecule is a costly and labor-intensive process. Besides, SARS-CoV-2 is far more contagious compared to other �uviruses as one pre-symptomatic or
asymptomatic person is capable to infect >2 healthy individuals.

In the existing scenario, efforts for drug repurposing of every existing anti-viral molecule could potentially lead further that possibly help the health care
system with low labor and reduced cost. Many broad-spectrum anti-viral drugs could further serve mankind as a therapeutically potent molecule [3].

Lopinavir, Remdesivir, Hydroxychloroquine, Chloroquine, Azithromycin, Ascorbic Acid, Oseltamivir, Favipiravir, Umifenovir are some of the popular drugs that
are potentially explored for their anti-viral e�cacy by researchers from various regions including the USA, Russia, Brazil, Spain, Germany, Turkey, South Korea,
Italy, and China against SARS-CoV-2 infection [9].

Currently, the most approved anti-viral compounds are virus replication inhibitors. Viral polymerases are one of the prominent drug targets in both types of
non-nucleoside allosteric inhibitors and nucleoside analogs [10]. In these testing times, target-based drug predictions have helped clinicians to �nd out the
most promising drug molecules [2, 11]. Apart from replication inhibitors, SARS-CoV-2 main protease inhibitors such as nel�navir, lopinavir, ritonavir, and α-
ketoamide type protease drugs have also shown potential e�cacy as anti-SARS-CoV-2 therapy [12, 13].

Nucleoside analogs and HIV-protease inhibitors are looked upon as promising treatment methods, besides RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) and ACE2.
Anti-viral drugs like Favinapir, Ritonavir, Oseltamivir, Lopinavir, Ganciclovir, and Remdesivir are clinically tested against COVID-19 infection. While the most
popular drugs such as Lopinavir or Ritonavir that have the anti-viral potency against SARS-CoV-2, also face many issues to serve the population in this
restricted time frame of emergency. The role of Remdesivir is extensively elucidated by various clinical outcomes (Recommendations for treatment of critically
ill Covid-19 patients Version 3 S1 guidelines). Herbacetin, Rhoifolin, and Pectolinarin were found to e�ciently block the enzymatic activity of SARS-CoV-2. Two
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clinical studies reveal the comfort in the patients of SARS-CoV-2 induced pneumonia and respiratory discomfort by use of a combination of drugs such as
Lopinavir, Ritonavir. Many trials have shown the anti-viral potential of lopinavir-ritonavir against COVID-19. Darunavir, Favipiravir, Umifenovir, Arbidol,
Carrimycin, Xiyanping, Danoprevir have also been clinically tested to observe the absolute and co-adjuvant therapeutic e�cacy against the SARS-CoV-2 virus
[14–17]. Further, some phototherapeutic formulations due to their high polyphenol content showed enhanced treatment e�cacy. The United States Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) has recommended Darunavir, another HIV protease inhibitor for the treatment of COVID-19. However, immunosuppression of lung
in�ammation and lung injury caused by anti-SARS-CoV-2 drugs [18], is the prime concern, hence contradictions on lopinavir/ritonavir, remdesivir treatment
have been reported in recent literature. Favipiravir demonstrated good recovery in some of the cases of COVID-19. Umifenovir/Arbidol is also shown reduced
mortality in few studies [19].

In this scenario, using the structure-based drug design approach for the speci�c protein target-based ligands with low energy conformation can be a helpful
tool for the clinicians to choose the right therapeutic molecule for further analysis [20]. In the current research paper, molecular docking has been performed
along with the analysis of absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity predictions for each of the testing anti-viral molecule along with the
binding free energy potential to predict the potent binding potential of compounds against virus targets.

2. Methods

2.1 Data Collection:
A library of 52 anti-viral drugs was made by downloading drug structures from Pubchem based on available literature. These drugs were tested for the
possible anti-viral e�cacy in response to selected targets SARS-CoV-2 proteins using in-silico docking using Maestro 12.4 version of Schrodinger Suite-2020-1.
A molecular Docking study was performed to see the possible e�cacy of these compounds for the selected �ve targets. The crystal structure of 5 potential
target SARS-CoV-2 proteins: RdRp (PDB ID-6M71), spike receptor-binding domain (PDB ID-6M0J), main protease (PDB ID-6LU7), ACE 2 (PDB ID-1R4L), NSP15
Endoribonuclease (PDB ID-6W01) was downloaded from RCSB Protein data bank (RCSB-PDB).

2.2 Protein and Ligand Preparation:
The crystal structure of 5 potential target proteins RdRp (PDB ID-6M71), spike receptor-binding domain (PDB ID-6M0J), main protease (PDB ID-6LU7), ACE2
(PDB ID-1R4L), NSP15 Endoribonuclease (PDB ID-6W01) were prepared using the protein preparation wizard of Maestro. In brief, it adds hydrogen atoms,
missing residues, and re�ned loops along with �xation of side chains and the addition of disul�de bonds. Further, the protonation states of amino acids at pH
7.4 were generated by the PROPKA module which mimics physiological conditions [21, 22]. Besides this, the protein structures were minimized using the
OPLS-3e force �eld of the Schrodinger suite. The key active site residues were used to generate a grid box for each protein target as mentioned in the literature
[23, 24].

The 52 anti-viral drugs 3D structure in SDF format were downloaded from PubChem and prepared using the Ligprep module of Schrodinger suite [25]. This
module automatically generates enantiomers and tautomers, which increases the total number of anti-viral drugs from 52 to 88. It added protonation states at
pH 7.4, using Epik. [26]. To check the potential binding e�cacy of these drugs Glide SP module was used for in-silico docking. This was followed by docking
of top 20 drug molecule in Glide XP (extra precision) mode, which provides accurate binding e�cacy [27]. Further, the 3D structure of proteins and 2D
structures of drugs and their 2D interactions were prepared using the respective module of Schrodinger.

2.3 Binding Free Energy (MM-GBSA) Calculation:
Binding free energy (MMGBSA) of selected anti-viral drugs with respective protein targets was calculated using OPLS 3e force �eld in solvation condition of
Prime module of Schrodinger suite. Prime modules provide ∆ G bind between protein and ligand complexes [28]. The tope 5 complexes after docking was
subjected to ∆ G calculations which arementioned in Table 1.

2.4 ADME Properties
The ADME properties of selected lead molecules were calculated using the ADME and molecular properties module of the Schrodinger suite. The
physicochemical properties include molecular weight (MW), surface accessibility (SASA), hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA), hydrogen bond donor (HBD),
octanol-water coe�cient (Po/w, QPlog S), polar surface area (PSA), number of nitrogen and oxygen atoms, rule of 5, rings atoms and rule of 3 were calculated
and listed in Table 2.

3. Results
The use of the previously known anti-viral drugs and their derivatives is promising until a permanent treatment is available. In this study, docking studies were
performed over the �ve potential target sites or binding pockets of SARS-CoV-2 to �nd the potential binding molecule to combat the life-threatening
coronavirus disease. Table 1 summarizes the top �ve lead molecules which bind with strong a�nity with their respective target proteins. Among the 52
screened drugs against the SARS-CoV-2 almost 16 molecules have been shown inhibiting potential. The molecular docking with 5 potential target proteins of
SARS-CoV-2 revealed the anti-viral potential of these 16 lead molecules against COVID-19 infection with some common target interactions (Table1).
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Table 1
List of potential lead molecules against SARS-CoV-2 proteins [Binding energy MMGBSA] and Binding a�nity (XP G Score) of selected anti-viral

drugs
Protein PDB ID Ligand ID Name XP G Score MMGBSA

6M71 (SARS-CoV-2 RNA-dependent RNA polymerase) 60855 Zanamivir -9.572 -46.38

  154234 Peramivir -8.855 -4.37

  5280544 Herbacetin -7.85 -50.43

  5362119 Lisinopril -8.561 -35.48

  54892 Quinapril -8.102 -14.16

6M0J-RBD (Spike receptor-binding domain) 5280544 Herbacetin -4.836 -46.24

  60855 Zanamivir -4.582 -32.88

  168849 Pectolinarin -4.459 -39.42

  37542 Ribavirin -4.275 -43.06

  10445549 Galidesivir BCX4430 -4.106 -23.66

6LU7 (SARS-CoV-2 main protease) 5280544 Herbacetin -8.691 -54.54

  121304016 Remdesivir -8.377 -110.02

  5282150 Rhoifolin -7.627 -71.41

  168849 Pectolinarin -6.889 -67.8

  45375808 Sofosbuvir -6.808 -82.04

1R4L (Inhibitor Bound Human ACE-Related Carboxypeptidase (ACE2)) 60172 Adefovir -10.296 -58.26

  5291 Imatinib -9.046 -108.81

  56640146 Dasabuvir -8.294 -79.08

  60855 Zanamivir -8.196 -35.08

  5282150 Rhoifolin -7.989 -63.46

6W01 (NSP15 Endoribonuclease from SARS-CoV-2) 37542 Ribavirin -8.081 -26.36

  60855 Zanamivir -6.502 -32.95

  188323 Cirsimaritin -5.425 -38.62

  87718162 2H-Cyclohepta[b]

thiophene-3-carboxamide

-4.905 -35.2

  121304016 Remdesivir -4.798 -66.74
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Table 2
ADME properties for the lead molecules

PDB
ID

Ligand no. Chemical Name Mol wt. SASA HB
donor

HB
acceptor

QPlog
Po/w

QPlog
S

PSA N
&
O

Rule
of 5

Ring
atoms

Rule
of 3

6M71 60855 Zanamivir 332.313 584.151 9 12.35 -2.766 -0.985 223.322 11 2 6 1

  154234 Peramivir 328.411 570.353 6 7.2 0.542 -1.892 161.383 8 1 5 1

  5280544 Herbacetin 302.24 518.017 4 5.25 0.429 -2.89 142.141 7 0 16 1

  5362119 Lisinopril 405.493 723.035 5 9.5 -1.204 -1.371 149.231 8 0 11 2

  54892 Quinapril 438.522 711.294 2 8.5 1.225 -3.618 110.196 7 0 16 1

6M0J-
RBD

5280544 Herbacetin 302.24 518.017 4 5.25 0.429 -2.89 142.141 7 0 16 1

  60855 Zanamivir 332.313 584.151 9 12.35 -2.766 -0.985 223.322 11 2 6 1

  168849 Pectolinarin 622.579 839.584 6 19.8 -0.73 -2.846 226.481 15 3 28 2

  37542 Ribavirin 244.207 426.928 5 12.3 -2.564 -1.485 156.493 9 0 10 1

  10445549 Galidesivir BCX4430 265.271 480.902 7 9.1 -2.151 -0.725 146.442 8 1 14 1

6LU7 5280544 Herbacetin 302.24 518.017 4 5.25 0.429 -2.89 142.141 7 0 16 1

  121304016 Remdesivir 602.583 836.121 5 16.65 0.943 -4.184 200.319 14 2 20 1

  5282150 Rhoifolin 578.526 858.839 7 19.05 -1.506 -3.456 233.943 14 3 28 2

  168849 Pectolinarin 622.579 839.584 6 19.8 -0.73 -2.846 226.481 15 3 28 2

  45375808 Sofosbuvir 529.458 748.602 3 14.9 1.249 -3.347 173.576 12 2 17 0

1R4L 60172 Adefovir 273.188 465.498 4 10.7 -0.415 -1.135 137.267 9 0 9 1

  5291 Imatinib 493.61 890.127 2 10.5 3.581 -4.873 89.54 8 0 30 1

  56640146 dasabuvir 493.576 797.927 2 8.75 3.555 -6.692 129.501 8 0 22 1

  60855 Zanamivir 332.313 584.151 9 12.35 -2.766 -0.985 223.322 11 2 6 1

  5282150 Rhoifolin 578.526 858.839 7 19.05 -1.506 -3.456 233.943 14 3 28 2

6W01 37542 Ribavirin 244.207 426.928 5 12.3 -2.564 -1.485 156.493 9 0 10 1

  60855 Zanamivir 332.313 584.151 9 12.35 -2.766 -0.985 223.322 11 2 6 1

  188323 Cirsimaritin 314.294 550.603 1 4.5 2.664 -4.018 91.451 6 0 16 0

  87718162 2H-
Cyclohepta[b]thiophene-
3-carboxamide

191.247 385.9 2 3 1.381 -2.292 50.593 2 0 10 0

  121304016 Remdesivir 602.583 836.121 5 16.65 0.943 -4.184 200.319 14 2 20 1
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Table 3
The details of possible proposed lead molecules as a potential anti-SARS-CoV-2 drug.

No Name Active against Mechanism References

1. Zanamivir In�uenza viruses Neuraminidase inhibitor [29]

2. Peramivir In�uenza virus Neuraminidase inhibitor [30]

3. Herbacetin SARS CoV Inhibitor [31]

4. Lisinopril Acute myocardial infarction, hypertension ACE inhibitor [32]

5. Quinapril In�uenza ACE inhibitor, RNA polymerase [33]

6. Pectolinarin HSV-1, VACV‐WR and DENV‐2 Tyrosinase inhibitor [34]

7. Ribavirin Hepatitis C Synthetic guanosine analog [35]

8. Galidesivir BCX4430 Hepatitis C Adenosine analog [36]

9. Remdesivir Ebola virus, Respiratory syncytial virus Viral RNA polymerase [36]

10. Rhoifolin     [37]

11. Sofosbuvir Yellow fever, Zika virus, Dengue, Hepatitis C,
Chikungunya viruses

Inhibitor of viral RNA synthesis by inhibiting
NS5B protein

[34]

12. Adefovir HIV Reverse transcriptase inhibitor [38]

13. Imatinib SARS CoV and MERS CoV Tyrosine kinase inhibitor [39]

14. Dasabuvir Hepatitis C virus Non-nucleoside inhibitor, Inhibits the action of
NS5B polymerase

[38]

15. Cirsimaritin In�uenza virus Downregulating the NF-κb signal transduction
pathway

[40]

16. 2H-Cyclohepta[b]thiophene-3-
carboxamide

HIV-1 Ribonuclease inhibitors [41]

In light of present �ndings Zanamivir, Peramivir, Herbacetin, Lisinopril, Quinapril are the top �ve molecules that showed the potential to bind with SARS-CoV-2
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (6M71). Similarly, Herbacetin, Zanamivir. Pectolinarin, Ribavirin, Galidesivir BCX4430 are the top �ve molecules that exhibited
the high binding potential to bind with SARS-CoV-2 spike receptor-binding domain protein (6M0J-RBD). Further, Herbacetin, Remdesivir, Rhoifolin, Pectolinarin,
Sofosbuvir are the top potential drugs that bind with SARS-CoV-2 main protease (6LU7). Apart from this, Adefovir, Imatinib, Dasabuvir, Zanamivir, Rhoifolin are
the drugs, which showed the possible strong interaction on the 1R4L site. However, Ribavirin, Zanamivir, Cirsimaritin, 2H-Cyclohepta[b]thiophene-3-
carboxamide, Remdesivir display the possible a�nity to bind with NSP15 Endoribonuclease of SARS-CoV-2 (Table 1).

Among the tested drugs in this in-silico study, the present �nding suggests the highest binding potential of Remedesivir, Imatinib, Herbacetin, Zanamivir,
Ribavirin, Dasabuvir, Rhoifolin, Sofosbuvir, Cirsimaritin, and 2H-Cyclohepta[b]thiophene-3-carboxamide for their respective protein targets. The results showed
e�cient binding of the potential targets of SARS-CoV-2 with these lead molecules as the best active binders. These interactions suggest their probable
mechanism for anti-viral effects against SARS-CoV-2. Our results predict a strong therapeutic potential of these proposed drugs against SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Herbacetine and Rhoifoloin are polyphenolic drugs. polyphenolic drugs are natural antioxidant boosters that contribute to anti-viral therapies since ancient
times [42]. Herbal formulations used for alternative therapies have remains a popular choice among clinicians due to their least toxic nature. The potential of
Plant Bioactive Compounds was also tested for anti-SARS-CoV-2 potency [43, 44]. Polyphenols have a high a�nity to proteins via hydrogen bonding
formation that helps them to inhibit the viral proteases involved in viral replication. Molecular docking studies prove the inhibitory action of polyphenolic
compounds against SARS-CoV-2 main protease (Mpro) and spike (S) glycoprotein inhibitors [45, 46].

The docking of the proposed ligand molecules with the active site of a receptor determines the orientation of binding capacity, formation of bridges, and
possible hydrophilic, hydrophobic interactions along with the amount of energy liberated that refers to the stability of the ligand-receptor complex [47, 48]. In
search of the potential lead inhibitor molecules, we have tested various anti-viral candidates for repositioning as SARS-CoV-2 inhibitors. Figure 1 depicts the
best docking poses of Proteins with the top docked ligand showing the highest docking score. For instance, 6M71 have shown the highest docking score with
Zanamivir (Figure 1a), 6M0J-RBD, and 6LU7 with Herbacetin (Figure 1b&C), 1R4L with Adefovir (Figure 1d), and 6W01 with Ribavirin (Figure 1e). Various
interactions between the protein with respective docked ligands such as hydrogen bonds, pi-pi interaction have been displayed in Figure 1a-e respectively.
Figure 2 represents the structures of Zanamivir (Figure 2a), Herbacetin (Figure 2b), 1R4L with Adefovir (Figure 2c), and Ribavirin (Figure 2d).

There are �ve prime virus targets 6M71, 6M0J-RBD, 6LU7, 1R4L, 6W01, NSP15 which play a vital role in the mediation of virulence and pathogenicity. Present
results revealed that each target is competitively encountered by a potential lead molecule that possibly inhibits the function of the enzyme and reduces the
viral load.

RdRp is the most promising therapeutic drug target as it plays a vital role in viral RNA genome replication. The docking study has shown Zanamivir (332.313
MW) binds with great a�nity with the RdRp. In the binding pocket of the enzyme Zanamivir forms various interactions including 7 hydrogen bonds at polar
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and positive charged residues. The amino acids Arg 553, Arg 555, Thr 556, Asp 623, Asp 760 involved in the formation of hydrogen bonds with Zanamivir
(Figure 1a). The highest docking score and binding free energy exhibited by Zanamivir against 6M71 active site residue suggest its potential anti-viral e�cacy.

Spike receptor-binding domain is an essential requirement for mediation of SARS-CoV-2 into the host cell [49]. The attachment and entry of virus within the
host cell are mediated by spike protein which makes it a suitable target for drugs that can bind and prevent the entry of virus within the host cell. The docking
study revealed Herbacetin (302.24 MW) showed a higher potential of binding at the active site of 6M0J-RBD, as this ligand interacts with high a�nity within
the active site pocket. Here, various interactions of Herbactin with active site amino acid residue of 6M0J-RBD includes the formation of 3 pi cation by Lys
458, Arg 457, Arg454 along and 4 hydrogen bonds with Ser460, Lys 458, and Ser 469 amino acids at positively charged polar regions (Figure 1b).

SARS-CoV-2 encodes two distinct proteases, named papain-like cysteine protease (PLpro) and chymotrypsin-like cysteine protease known as (3C-like
protease/ 3CLpro/ Main protease /Mpro). The SARS CoV Mpro is an essential requirement for processing of the polyproteins that are translated from the viral
RNA [50]. SARS-CoV-2 Mpro inhibitors are the prime molecules with possible anti-viral e�cacy. Therefore, Mpro inhibitory drugs with less toxicity to humans
proteases have been considered for virus restriction because no human proteases with a similar cleavage speci�city are known [51]. Present molecular
docking study showed Herbacetin (302.24 MW) binds in the 6LU7 catalytic site of SARS-CoV-2 were negatively charged and polar residues TYR54, GLU 166,
THR 190 in the pocket involved in the formation of 3 hydrogen bonds and HIS 41residue form pi interaction with the drug respectively (Figure 1c). These
amino acid residues play an essential role in the catalytic activity of Mpro [50].

ACE2 the negative regulator of the renin-angiotensin system, which is an essential mediator of SARS-CoV-2 infection is widely expressed in the lungs,
cardiovascular system, gut, kidneys, central nervous system, and adipose tissue of humans [52, 53]. The interactions between the receptor-binding domain of
viral spike (S) protein with surface-expressed human ACE2 is an essential requirement for virus pathophysiological modulations. The present study reveals
that Adefovir (273.188 MW) acts as a potential candidate for the inhibition of the 1R4L receptor site. At the active site, the involvement of the amino acid
residues HIS 345, PRO 346, HIS 505, ARG 273, ALA 348, ARG 514 which forms 7 hydrogen bonds with Adefovir along with a potential salt bridge with Zn 803
validates its anti-viral e�cacy (Figure 1d). Various potential drugs that were proposed as an anti-viral agent (including hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine)
against SARS-CoV-2 have the potential ACE2 inhibitory activity [54].

The docking study with NSP15 Endoribonuclease of SARS-CoV-2 reveals the potential biding of the target with the anti-viral drug Ribavirin. Ribavirin (244.207
MW), also known as Tribavirin is an antiviral drug with a possible e�cacy against HCV and Flavivirus infection [55].. Ribavirin showed the highest binding
a�nity for the active site residue of the endoribonuclease. Here, active site residues LYS 290, VAL 292, SER 294, LEU 346 forms 6 hydrogen bonds with
ribavirin (Figure 1e).

The physicochemical properties such as molecular weight (MW), surface accessibility (SASA), hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA), hydrogen bond donor (HBD),
octanol-water coe�cient (Po/w, QPlog S), polar surface area (PSA), number of nitrogen and oxygen atoms, rule of 5, rings atoms and rule of 3 of selected lead
molecules were calculated and listed in Table 2. The ADME properties of lead molecules showed their potency as an e�cient anti-viral drug against COVID-19.

4. Discussion
Apart from all the advancements in drug therapeutics only patient management is being possible in the case of COVID-19 disease. There is no treatment
available to immediately stop virus replication or virulence [2]. In this scenario where the virus is possibly shifted from an interspecies intermittent host and
has a potential similarity with the earlier existing virus attacks, broad-spectrum anti-viral drugs and inhibitors are the best suitable option to manage health
care challenges. Even though various clinical and sub-clinical studies are ongoing to manage SARS-CoV-2 pandemic still the promising role of in silico
methods, molecular docking, and binding studies for prediction of new potential drugs for repurposing can’t be ignored [56–58].

Certi�cation and approval of new lead molecules for any speci�c disease by the Food and Drugs Administration (FDA) is time-consuming and di�cult. The
time taken for the experiments and validation is also a big deal in the case of novel therapeutics determination. In the emergency of COVID-19, the drug
repurposing is not only a convenient way but an economically bene�cial idea too [37, 59]. The bene�ts of FDA-approved drugs with potential inhibition
capacity of SARS-CoV-2 can be of great signi�cance in this regard. Sofosbuvir, and Ribavirin. are the drugs, which are active against Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)
[60]. Besides, clinical trials are continuously being made to develop anti-RdRp compounds against different viruses. The half-maximal Effective Concentration
(EC50) for Ribavirin against COVID-19 is 109.5 µM, which makes it a potential candidate but the trouble is to make it available for the massive global
population without any �nancial or racist restriction [61, 62]. These issues made similar drugs a potential alternative in these cases (Table 3). The conserved
active site of the RdRp has two aspartate residues protruded to enhance surface accessibility through the nucleotide channel (free nucleotides can pass
through). It served as a potential target for various lead molecules with RNA viruses replication inhibitor including Hepatitis C Virus (HCV), Zika Virus (ZIKV),
and Coronavirus (CoV) [63–65].

Viral RNA polymerase inhibitor drugs such as Ribavirin, Galidesivir BCX4430 and other viral replication inhibitor drugs such as tyrosine kinase modulators
such as Imatinib and pectolinarin, non-nucleoside inhibitor such as Dasabuvir are some lead molecules with the possible anti-viral e�cacy against SARS-CoV-
2. Apart from these signal transduction pathway down-regulators such as Cirsimaritin, Ribonuclease inhibitors such as 2H-Cyclohepta[b]thiophene-3-
carboxamide are some potential drugs that could limit the severity of the SARS-CoV-2 infection [66]. The results suggest the potential of these drugs for drug
repurposing against SARS-CoV-2. Even though with each passing day new research �ndings create better possibilities with the discovery of new molecules but
the consistent monitoring approach for drug repurposing can’t be ignored. The continuous prediction for the potential drugs is an essential requirement until
the world overcomes the pandemic completely.

The vital viral proteins, which are essential for viral replication and viral entry and viral binding in the host cell are targeted in the present study to check the
e�cacy of anti-viral drugs. The most effective and potential target site for SARS-CoV-2 is ACE2. The inhibition or blockage of this active site could be of great
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signi�cance to predict the potential mediation of infection [67]. Drugs such as Lisinopril and Quinapril have shown ACE2 blocking activity could be a potential
lead molecule for the SARS-CoV-2 infection. The virus entry in a cell is highly dependent on proteases. SARS-CoV-2 has two distinct types of proteases,
responsible for active existence named as main proteases and papain proteases. This helps the non-structural Nsp10/16 complex protein target mediates the
viral translation. The protease blocker lead molecules are most probably the ones that restrict the infection indirectly [68]. Various studies showing the anti-
viral e�cacy of anti-viral drugs against the prime target of SARS-CoV-2, which have been summarized in Table 3 are in concordance with our study and further
con�rms our �nding.

5. Conclusions
The present work focused on computational approach for repurposing against SARS-CoV-2. There are lots of reports on computational approaches for drug
repurposing against SARS-CoV-2, however, there are scarce reports on combinatorial approaches where multiple targets are being analysed. The novelty of
present work is that herein we have selected �ve most potential target of SARS-CoV-2 (Spike, RdRp, ACE-II, RBD, endonuclease) for searching better drug which
can be repurposed for the treatment of COVID-19. Herbacetin andZanamivir is the top two potential lead molecules for RdRp. Herbacetin, Ribavirin are the top
two potential lead molecules for the RBD of the spike protein. Further Rhoifolin, Sofosbuvir are two top lead molecules those bind with Mpro. Apart from this,
the highest binding a�nity molecule Imatinib; Dasabuvir, Rhoifolin have shown the maximum binding potential for the site ACE2. Remedesivir is showed the
highest binding a�nity with endoribonuclease. However, after Remedesivir, Cirsimaritin and 2H-Cyclohepta[b]thiophene-3-carboxamide lead molecule have
shown the pretty good binding potential to endoribonuclease.

In combination with the prediction of these lead molecules, to decipher the actual in vivo potential of these drugs against SARS-CoV-2 clinical studies must be
warranted. In conclusion, the present In silico molecular docking study predicts that Remedesivir, Imatinib, Herbacetin, Zanamivir, Ribavirin, Dasabuvir,
Rhoifolin, Sofosbuvir, Cirsimaritin, and 2H-Cyclohepta[b]thiophene-3-carboxamide are the potential drugs that could be a ray of hope for drug repurposing
against SARS-CoV-2 with a special emphasis on the anti-viral potential of Zanamivir for RdRp enzyme inhibition, Herbacetin against RBD and Mpro, Adefovir
for ACE2 enzyme and Ribavirin for endoribonuclease. Further our results showed that Herbactin is the drug which can simultaneously inhibit two most potent
target of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and Mpro and therefore can be potentially used to cure infection in most e�cacious way.

Considering the high virulence and contagious nature of SARS-CoV-2, it is a dire need to check more than enough therapeutic targets and develop few drugs
which could not only be effective against the ongoing pandemic but will be used further in case of any similar future virus attack with a little modi�ed version
of SARS-CoV-2.
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Figure 1

The best docking poses of Proteins with docked ligands. a) 6M71-Zanamivir b) 6M0J-RBD-Herbacetin c) 6LU7- Herbacetin d) 1R4L-Adefovir e) 6W01-Ribavirin
along with various interactions between the protein with respective docked ligands (Purple line indicate Hydrogen bond, Green line-Pi-Pi stacking, Red-Pi
cation)

Figure 2

represents the structures of Zanamivir (a), Herbacetin (b), Adefovir (c), and Ribavirin (d).


